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„Pouze ve filmech 82letí muži utíkají z přísně střeženého vězení,“ řekl

představitel JAG na dotaz Real Raw News, aby se vyjádřil k tomu,

zda Paul Pelosi utekl z Guantánama, aby se znovu setkal se svou

milovanou manželkou Nancy – jen aby se sám stal obětí brutálního

útoku.
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Včerejší zprávy o údajném přepadení ovládaly televizní vysílání. Jak

příběh pokračoval, otrhaný dělník z konopí pouze ve spodním prádle

rozbil skleněné dveře Pelosiho domu v San Franciscu v hodnotě 6

milionů dolarů a podmanil si Paula Pelosiho, nemilosrdně ho udeřil

kladivem do hlavy a křičel: „Kde je Nancy? Kde je Nancy?" v

maniakálním vzteku.

„Podezřelý“ byl rychle identifikován jako výrobce konopných šperků

David DePape (42), kanadský nudista bez pantů, který údajně

bojoval se závislostí na drogách a šílenstvím. Policisté uvedli, že byli

na pozemku v exkluzivní čtvrti Pacific Heights, když viděli, jak se

podezřelý potýkal s Pelosi, vzal kladivo a pak ho s ním udeřil, což

způsobilo vážná zranění hlavy, paže a ruky.

"Je možné, že byl někdo napaden - Nancy je známá tím, že si najímá

mužské eskorty." Pokud došlo k útoku, nebylo to na Paula Pelosiho.

Nebyl to Paul Pelosi, protože je uvězněn v GITMO,“ řekl zdroj z JAG

RRN.

Paul Pelosi, ujistil RRN, neunikl spravedlnosti. Stal se doživotním

rezidentem v detenčním bloku Camp Delta společnosti GITMO poté,

co ho vojenský tribunál na začátku září uznal vinným ze sexuálních

trestných činů s dětmi. V té době se omluvil za své zločiny a řekl, že

roky manželského zneužívání ho přivedly k šílenství. Naznačil, že

vězení je lepší než strávit prašník s Nancy.

Zdroje JAG se domnívají, že „útok kladivem“ je říjnové překvapení,

dobře zorganizovaná akce pod falešnou vlajkou navržená k

nezákonnému sympatii k demokratům a levičákům před

nadcházejícími volbami v polovině období. Bezprostředně po útoku

se liberální média pokusila útočníka tangenciálně spojit s

prezidentem Trumpem s odkazem na mužovy sociální sítě. Jeho

sociální média ukázala, že zpochybnil oficiální narativ Covid,

platnost voleb v roce 2020 a události 6. ledna na Capitol Hill. Mluvčí

MSNBC Chris Hayes řekl, že prezident Trump „porodil“ lidi jako

David DePape.
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„Deep State kontroluje sociální média. Mohou zkonstruovat cokoli,

co chtějí,“ řekl náš zdroj. "Zatím jsme neviděli jediný obrázek nebo

video z útoku, ale nepochybuji, že brzy uvidíme obrázky

zakrváceného a zbitého chlapíka v protetické masce Paula Pelosiho."

Asi to zapomněli předem vyfabulovat,“ řekl náš.

"Vidíme dvě možnosti: buď nějaká ubohá míza - ale ne Paul - mu

propadla lebku, nebo je celá ta zatracená věc divadlo." Deep State

však opět udělal kritickou chybu – vzhled a životní styl toho chlapíka

neodpovídají typickému Trumpovu příznivci; ve skutečnosti jsou

protikladné,“ pokračoval náš zdroj.

Řekl také, že je vysoce nepravděpodobné, že by náhodný šílenec mohl

proniknout do bezpečnosti v domě Pelosi.

"Z předchozího sledování víme, že dům Pelosi má ozbrojenou

ochranu, i když tam Nancy není," řekl.

JAG, dodal, nebude útok vyšetřovat. Jsou spokojeni Paul Pelosi,

skutečný Paul Pelosi, je tam, kam patří – uvězněn a prožívá poslední

léta jako vzorný vězeň.

"Pokud tu DePape opravdu byl pro Nancy, je škoda, že nebyla doma."

Mohl nám ušetřit spoustu problémů,“ řekl na závěr náš zdroj.

(Návštíveno 107 996krát, dnes 305 návštěv)

Od prvního bylo jasné, že to byl FF.

PS. NOBODY I’ve talked to feels the slightest sympathy for the

Democrats. Assuming the election plays out as the polls indicate,

THEY DESERVE EVERYTHING THAT’S COMING.

Well Nancy the pig is pretty lame and everything out of her mouth is

insane
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It used to take years to uncover the truth but now it’s taking minutes.

The people are not calling us conspiracy theorist anymore because of

the patriot news shining light on all that is going on.

Very well stated

Take a Peek high light the next line and copy in search engine

creator:”Robert Gregory Boensch”

and them open up the links that start with this.

Archive.org

Enjoy the Show

Pelosi Game Revisited

How Do you Disclose all of the previous Election Fraud.

This is not a False Flag

It’s To Remind Every One of How this Game was Played Against Us.

This News is Code for Us To Get in the Game.

It’s Our Time To Play

In February 2009, the Obama administration commandeered a

powerful supercomputer system known as THE HAMMER. THE

HAMMER includes an exploit application known as SCORECARD

that is capable of hacking into elections and stealing the vote,

according to CIA contractor-turned-whistleblower Dennis

Montgomery, who designed and built THE HAMMER.

THE WHISTLEBLOWER TAPES, confidential audio recordings

released by U.S. DIstrict Judge G. Murray Snow’s courtroom in

November 2015, revealed that SCORECARD was deployed by the

Obama team against Florida election computers to steal the 2012

presidential election on behalf of President Barack Obama and Vice

President Joe Biden.
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SCORECARD is now being activated to steal the vote on behalf of Joe

Biden once again. Biden utilized THE HAMMER and SCORECARD

while running for Vice President in 2012. Votes are again being

stolen on Joe Biden’s behalf as he runs for President of the United

States in 2020.

This time, SCORECARD is stealing votes in Florida, Georgia, Texas,

Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, Michigan, Nevada, and Arizona, according

to Montgomery.

Full details Here

archive.org/details/never-concede-your-sovereignty

Robert Gregory Boensch

Share to all so We can wake Up and see The Truth

MSM Fell for this One!

SCORECARD steals elections by tampering with the computers at

the transfer points of state election computer systems and outside

third party election data vaults as votes are being transferred.

SCORECARD uses a prismatic scoring algorithm that Montgomery

created, to achieve the desired results by those that control THE

HAMMER and SCORECARD.

In Florida, one of the transfer points is VR Systems Inc, based in

Tallahassee.

Software vendor VR Systems operates in eight U.S. states.

The Democrats tested their technology during the Democrat party

primaries. Otherwise Bernie Sanders would have won the 2020

nomination. SCORECARD was utilized on behalf of Joe Biden during

the 2020 primary against Bernie Sanders. The Democrat primary

was stolen from Bernie Sanders.
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CIA whistleblower Dennis Montgomery turned over a massive cache

of illegally harvested surveillance and election data in August 2015

and December 2015 to the FBI and CIA under two immunity

agreements that were granted to Montgomery by Assistant U.S.

Attorney Deborah Curtis and FBI General Counsel James Baker.

Montgomery testified regarding SCORECARD and THE HAMMER

while under oath and while being videotaped at the FBI’s secure

Washington DC Field Office SCIF (Sensive Compartmented

Information Facility). If CIA whistleblower Montgomery had lied

about anything he would be in prison today for lying to the FBI.

Montgomery is not in prison.

Director of National Intelligence John Negroponte invoked the State

Secrets Privilege and the Government Protective Act against

Montgomery in order to muzzle Montgomery and prevent him from

revealing illegal acts that had been committed by the government.

Carlotta Wells, a U.S. DOJ litigator and Assistant Director of the U.S.

Department of Justice since the 1990s, told Montgomery that the

State Secrets Privilege and Governor Protective Order cannot be

invoked by government officials for the purpose of covering up

government malfeasance. If covering up government malfeasance is

the government’s intention, Wells told Montgomery, the muzzle

order is null and void.

The Obama Administration illegally commandeered THE HAMMER

and SCORECARD. They moved THE HAMMER to Fort Washington,

Maryland on February 3, 2009.

Full details Here

Video 1:12 minutes long Well worth your Time

 
Watch and do your review below.

archive.org/details/never-concede-your-sovereignty

Robert Gregory Boensch
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Share to all so We can wake Up and see The Truth

archive.org/details/roman-mk-ultra-church

Roman Church From Conception To Grave;

 
Did Satanism start in The Roman Church;

 
Search These

Documents And Find The Lost Ark;

 
Who really shot President Reagan;

 
Who shot Pope John Paul II and why;

 
Roe V Wade;

 
WHY did these things happen

Remember Date Today

 
2022-10-30

New Link Just Uploaded.

PDF in the side Bar. Download it and open up the File with Links.

 
If you re-read the article it was pretty clear that nobody had any clue

why he was there, in spite of the weak ‘he supported the former

president’ comment from Kevin Bishop. Thank-you Captain Obvious.

So the question becomes Why was the founder of Oracle (largest

database technology company in the world) who also happens to be

the 6th wealthiest man in the world on a call related to contesting a

presidential election? You talk….

 
.

 
Topics: Larry Ellison, Oracel, Election, Data, Hammer, and,

ScoreCard, largest database technology company…

archive-org/details/larry-ellison-oracel-election-data-hammer-and-

score-card

President Trump’s Journey To the White House.

To Being Commander In Chief Today.
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Everyone is aware that an 82 year old man has a paper thin skull,

right? A blow to the head would result in his death. What is really

going on with the Pelosi thug-life? I’m thinking they escaped to their

NZ house to avoid extradition. Trump did tell us that the old mafia

broad would be gone soon, right? We all know that what we aren’t

being told is the truth about anything. It’s all been a facade. So is this

“story”.

Great intel.

Actually President Trump and Company Went to Her House

 
And Took the Hammer away from them.

And Stuck this in the MSM Face

Watch the Video

I read that story, too….weeks ago. Is everyone as anxious as me to

leave behind the foreigner owned and operated democracy of

Washington, DC? The parallel societies that are popping up are

invitingly American. Have you read about them? I’m applying for

residency in one here in Florida….but, the southwest has a few that

are fully operational at this point in time. These communities do not

recognize the federal gov’t. They are completely separate and apart

from it.

To my Sister in Florida

Be Careful

10 USC 254: Proclamation to disperse

 
Text contains those laws in effect on October 30, 2022

 
From Title 10-ARMED FORCES

 
Subtitle A-General Military Law

 
PART I-ORGANIZATION AND GENERAL MILITARY POWERS

 
CHAPTER 13-INSURRECTION
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§254. Proclamation to disperse Whenever the President

considers it necessary to use the militia or the armed forces under

this chapter, he shall, by proclamation, immediately order the

insurgents to disperse and retire peaceably to their abodes within a

limited time.

Fourteenth Amendment

Fourteenth Amendment Explained

Section 1All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and

subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States

and of the State wherein they reside. No State shall make or

enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or

immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any

State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property,

without due process of law; nor deny to any person within

its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.

 
Section 2Representatives shall be apportioned among the several

States according to their respective numbers, counting the whole

number of persons in each State, excluding Indians not taxed. But

when the right to vote at any election for the choice of electors for

President and Vice-President of the United States, Representatives in

Congress, the Executive and Judicial officers of a State, or the

members of the Legislature thereof, is denied to any of the male

inhabitants of such State, being twenty-one years of age, and citizens

of the United States, or in any way abridged, except for

participation in rebellion, or other crime, the basis of

representation therein shall be reduced in the proportion which the

number of such male citizens shall bear to the whole number of male

citizens twenty-one years of age in such State.

CHAPTER 13-INSURRECTION

Takes the bad actors out

 
in this clause
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Section 3No person shall be a Senator or Representative in

Congress, or elector of President and Vice-President, or

hold any office, civil or military, under the United States,

or under any State, who, having previously taken an oath,

as a member of Congress, or as an officer of the United

States, or as a member of any State legislature, or as an

executive or judicial officer of any State, to support the

Constitution of the United States, shall have engaged in

insurrection or rebellion against the same, or given aid or

comfort to the enemies thereof.

But Congress may by a vote of two-thirds of each House, remove

such disability.

 
Section 4The validity of the public debt of the United

States, authorized by law, including debts incurred for payment

of pensions and bounties for services in suppressing

insurrection or rebellion, shall not be questioned. But

neither the United States nor any State shall assume or pay

any debt or obligation incurred in aid of insurrection or

rebellion against the United States, or any claim for the loss or

emancipation of any slave; but all such debts, obligations and claims

shall be held illegal and void.

 
Section 5The Congress shall have the power to enforce, by

appropriate legislation, the provisions of this article.

Article IV

Article IV Explained

Section 1Full Faith and Credit shall be given in each State to the

public Acts, Records, and judicial Proceedings of every other State.

And the Congress may by general Laws prescribe the Manner in

which such Acts, Records and Proceedings shall be proved, and the

Effect thereof.

 
Section 2The Citizens of each State shall be entitled to all

Privileges and Immunities of Citizens in the several States.
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A Person charged in any State with Treason, Felony, or

other Crime, who shall flee from Justice, and be found in

another State, shall on Demand of the executive Authority

of the State from which he fled, be delivered up, to be

removed to the State having Jurisdiction of the Crime.

 
No Person held to Service or Labour in one State, under the Laws

thereof, escaping into another, shall, in Consequence of any Law or

Regulation therein, be discharged from such Service or Labour, but

shall be delivered up on Claim of the Party to whom such Service or

Labour may be due.

 
Section 3New States may be admitted by the Congress into

this Union; but no new State shall be formed or erected

within the Jurisdiction of any other State; nor any State be

formed by the Junction of two or more States, or Parts of

States, without the Consent of the Legislatures of the States

concerned as well as of the Congress.

 
The Congress shall have Power to dispose of and make all needful

Rules and Regulations respecting the Territory or other Property

belonging to the United States; and nothing in this Constitution shall

be so construed as to Prejudice any Claims of the United States, or of

any particular State.

 
Section 4The United States shall guarantee to every State in

this Union a Republican Form of Government, and shall

protect each of them against Invasion; and on Application

of the Legislature, or of the Executive (when the

Legislature cannot be convened) against domestic

Violence.

Dianecee We are at War Today

Any actions Taken by a Group

shall have engaged in insurrection or rebellion against the

same,
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and shall protect each of them against Invasion; and on

Application of the Legislature,

Could be putting you under any of the above laws

Yester Days Federal Government is Over

 
Most of the Congress members are gone

I am suggesting the best way forward today

To Support Our Commander and Chief

 
Donald J Trump and his hand picked Military

 
Until the Insurrection is Declared Over.

From.

 
The Commander Of The Territory of Michigan.

 
For the Common People.

 
OF THIS COUNTRY

Robert Gregory Boensch

These communities do not recognize the federal gov’t. They are

completely separate and apart from it.

A Dangerous Maneuver Today

 
+++

 
RGB

This should read

 
Question is this a Dangerous Maneuver Today.

Remember The UNITED STATES INC.

 
IS No More.

 
So Our Commander.

 
Donald J Trump.

 
By

Executive Order 13958 of November 2, 2020

Establishing the President’s Advisory 1776 Commission
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By the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and

the laws of the United States of America, and in order to better

enable a rising generation to understand the history and principles of

the founding of the United States in 1776, and, through this, form a

more perfect Union, it is hereby ordered as follows:

Section 1. Purpose. The American founding envisioned a political

order in harmony with the design of “the Laws of Nature and of

Nature’s God,” seeing the rights to life, liberty, and the pursuit of

happiness as embodied in and sanctioned by natural law and its

traditions.

…..

Sec. 2. The President’s Advisory 1776 Commission. (a) Within 120

days of the date of this order, the Secretary of Education shall

establish in the Department of Education the President’s Advisory

1776 Commission (“the 1776 Commission”) to better enable a rising

generation to understand the history and principles of the founding

of the United States in 1776 and to strive to form a more perfect

Union.

(b) The 1776 Commission shall be composed of not more than 20

members, who shall be appointed by the President. Members shall

serve for a term of 2 years and shall not be removed except for

inefficiency, neglect of duty, or malfeasance. The 1776 Commission

may include individuals from outside the Federal Government with

relevant experience or subject-matter expertise. The 1776

Commission shall also include the following ex-officio members or

such senior officials as those members may designate:

(i) the Secretary of State;

(ii) the Secretary of Defense;

(iii) the Secretary of the Interior;

(iv) the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development;
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(v) the Secretary of Education;

(vi) the Assistant to the President for Domestic Policy; and

(vii) the Assistant to the President for Intergovernmental Affairs.

(c) The 1776 Commission shall:

produce a report for the President, within 1 year of the date of this

order, which shall be publicly disseminated, regarding the core

principles of the American founding and how these principles may be

understood to further enjoyment of “the blessings of liberty” and to

promote our striving “to form a more perfect Union.” The

Commission may solicit statements and contributions from

intellectual and cultural figures in addition to the views of the

Commission members;

 
read the who thing.

Jan 6 2021 Congress Was Suspended

 
And frozen in time.

And the Military is in Charge to protect the Constitution.

Any entity trying to alter the United States Constitution.

Well You Should Be Able to Get the Picture.

+++

 
Robert Gregory Boensch

I see where you are going here but all of what you shared is only

applicable under a government that is working for and representing

the nation and will of the people. It is not. Hence, the law has become

void. We are not born to be chattel for banksters and their puppets in

DC. We owe them nothing at this point in time. Secession is done one

way or another. I think it is best to make a lateral move away from

DC rather than fighting our way to freedom. We only have so much
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time on this planet….so, why are we misusing our allotted time on

those of low evolutionary value? We are supposed to be moving

forward.

Dianecee

 
Thank You Very Much For The Statement.

Lets Go through The Order of Business

First Action

President Trumps Proclamation 

 
On January 20 2017.

 
Gave the Power Back To The People

Second Action.

President Trumps Proclamation 

 
To The UN 

 
The People Of America Are Sovereign

I wish I could Past a Link To It

Third Action

§254. Proclamation to disperse Whenever the President

considers it necessary to use the .

 
militia or the armed forces under this chapter, he shall, by

proclamation, immediately order the insurgents to disperse and

retire peaceably to their abodes within a limited time.

.January 6 021.

 
————————————————————————

My friend in Chesapeake Bay.

 
Is Very Stead Fast In that we Are Still under British control.

If this was So

 
President Trumps second action above
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Dissolved any Ties To Us Americans

from all of the countries around the World.

And The Third action

 
§254. Proclamation to disperse 

 
Puts the Full Force of the United States Military.

To Protect all three of These Proclamation’s

And to Protect You and Myself from the Bad Actors

Once we Understand this

 
We Will then Get in the Game With No Fear

 
And The Military will Back Us Up

So We Are the Ones in Power.

 
And We Are the Ones Sovereign.

I have read many of your Posts.

 
And Your very Intelligence

 I think it is best to make a lateral move away from DC rather than

fighting our way to freedom

Everything your are Witnessing is exactly That

 
Removing The Rouge Government System

 
And Foreign Influence and Corruption.

If you could just take 10 minutes and read my Remonstrance.

 
Filed in the Ex State of Michigan.

You would find out the They Failed to do there Job

applicable under a government that is working for and representing

the nation and will of the people.

And I took out Two Legislative terms in one shot

Michigan House Sessions 100st and also the 101st.
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archive.org/details/jason-wentworth-michigan-speaker-of-the-

house

Secession is done one way or another.

Can Secession create something better than What this Nation

 
Principles were founded on.

We just need to Restore Our God Given Rights

And as you Stated.

We are not born to be chattel for banksters and their puppets in DC.

We owe them nothing at this point in time

Lets Expand on this

Did you know that on every dollar that we receive 

 
from exporting our goods.

 
part of it went directly to the Queen of England.

So So Much More.

This Country is not alone.

 
It’s a world wide Action in play.

 
So please don’t think you are living in a small place.

and you can insulate yourself and community.

 
from the big bad beast.

the Big Bad Beast needs to be taken DOWN

ONCE And FOREVER.

From.

 
The Commander Of The Territory of Michigan.

 
For the Common People.

 
OF THIS COUNTRY

+++

 
Robert Gregory Boensch
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Be Safe Every One.

I believe our nation was founded on the principles of Free Masonry

which is a satanic cult. I confirmed my suspicions by studying all first

lady original portraits. Only 5 of them were actually women. Many of

them are too obvious…..President Harrison’s “wife” being the most

manly in drag….although, Mamie Eisenhower was a real hoot, too.

Eleanor Roosevelt was not female as much as it pains people to hear.

It is shockingly obvious that the British and French banksters

claimed ownership of this nation. They all freaked out when Trump

cut them off. How do we get the message across to the WEF? Will the

foreigners have to learn to live within their own financial situation?

no argument from me.

and what the country was founded on.

 
verses what the cabal yes the cabal .

 
delivered.

Its up To Just You and Me.

 
To set tis Ship on the right Course.

I’m wondering if Nanzi set it all up to once again, somehow, blame

Trump/GOP for attack …AFTER ALL,SHE SET UP JAN 6. (check it

out). Maybe she wanted to get rid of hubby. Also…their homes were

all “armed to the teeth”. If not caught at the time, culprit would have

easily ‘slithered’ into the SF masses of homeless people in Nanzi’s

territory she has left to die. After calculated amount of time to be

notified, she rushes home to her ‘beloved’ hubby.(Unfortunatey still

alive.) In reality….Paul is residing peacefully at Gitmo. “I would

rather be here than one more day with “HER”.

Well it seems there was someone the police referred to as Paul Pelosi,

leaked body cam footage (no audio) two men both wearing only

underwear and both with their hand on A hammer, which not Paul

pulled away from Paul and started beating him with it as the police

were entering the house. So, apparently, they already replaced real
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Paul with a body double or actor in a Paul mask. Story gets murky

after that, first both were taken to hospital with injuries Paul’s

supposedly a cracked skull and brain injury, later no, some less

serious injury, later still reports that no in the neighborhood saw an

ambulance at the Pelosi residence. Hard to discern the truth in all

that murkiness!,

Pretty “lame”indeed………but rrn had to write some kind of

rebuttal…..as they claim pelosi is at gitmo. ALL TOTAL BS

I love being in the awakened club. Your post made me giggle with

glee!

You’re right on that. I don’t feel any sympathy for either Pelosi and

was hoping that it was going to be used as an excuse that P was gone.

I don’t relish the fact of having to pay housing and food for a pervert

or that Pelosi would have to be made President because President

Trump would be arrested because after all more have to be woken up

and whatever bullshit excuse is made to continue the madness.

She’s a dago and not Juden and if her jugs were ever big, they now

are just sagging sandbags, but propped up with a steel reinforced

supported bra. As for her looks, she gives me the bee gees when I see

that “possessed” mug of a face, plus she looks like she emerged from

the bushes…

Your mouth is so filthy!! All you ever post is some nasty reference to

sex!! It shows your lack of intelligence and morality!!

just like everything about her, her party of demons and rinos, all

FAF. I want to go back to here people are actually truthful and kind

hearted. But it wont be in this current systems environment

Wellsir … the day some claim Trump was going to be arrested 26 Oct

has come and gone with nothing happening … no surprises there. I

wouldn’t mine seeing him arrested at least that would be clear

evidence something is happening.
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Tonight at midnight EDT the EBS they claim will be activated … safe

bet that won’t happen. Ward and Byington are already backing away

from that claim. And when that doesn’t happen, and the fraudulent

elections take place that is a sure sign we are being played.

Even if the repubs win it will mean nothing because they were

allowed to win and it will be business as usual and I will guarantee

you the repubs will continue to do the bidding of the deep state as

they have always done.

After that I will no longer believe any so called intel that comes out

without a shred of evidence to back it up. This is nothing more than

hopium. I’m tired of the lies … I’m tried of the lame excuses or no

action being taken PUBLICLY.

TALK IS CHEAP! LET SEE SOME ACTION! Or STFU. No more

waiting or watching after the 8th if nothing happens.

Mr.Baxter…you can tell your ” source”…most of us on RRN… feel

same as- spiritoo- enough of gamming words…10 days of

“darkness”…my as*…

Speak for yourselves. You don’t speak for “most of us.” MB does what

he does. We all do what we do. And we watch. Some of us resist and

pray.

Maybe you should STFU,there is NO TIMETABLE of anything that’s

happening.Maybe you ought to do some research instead of opening

your big mouth.I suggest following DerekJohnson or 1776 Nation on

FB or Telegram or Truth social.

I agree.

 
Remember when Moses was away gathering the 10 Commandments?

It took a little while longer than the movie had us think. When Moses

got back to camp, they all had tired of the wait and decided to build

their own idol.

 
Think about Americans……we yell at the microwave to hurry. I was
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reading an article yesterday about Military Tribunals going on in

Iceland, Greenland, and several places. Not sure if it’s true or not,

but would make sense. I didn’t realize there were this many people

under Crimes Against Humanity in just the United States alone. May

be why it’s taking longer than anticipated.

 
I’m guilty of hand-wringing myself, and wanting everything to

happen already. Especially for my family that thinks I’ve lost my

marbles. That’s mainly my reason for wanting it to hurry.

It is IDLE minds that are the devil’s playground, an Idol is a statue

that someone creates of a supposed god and worships, in the case of

Moses and the tablets the idol was a golden calf. If one enunciates a

word properly it makes it easier to spell that word. Most people say

diamond as dimund but when pronounced and enunciated properly

spelling it correctly is easy.

I don’t yell at my microwave to hurry up.

 
But what we have been put through is BEYOND ridiculous!!!

Enough is enough.

Yeah, neither do I, but I have been known to yell at the idiots on the

idiot box from time to time.

But please tell me how all these “jailed” people are out and about in

front of us making “policy”……if they are, errrrrr in jail ???

Every time they arrest a well known person for tribunals in less than

a week they trot them out on the news. Every time. DOUBLE

BUBBLE BOIL AND TROUBLE !

Sure… and there will be nothing left to save if we do STFU! Fuck the

people still asleep! They have had ample time to research like

patriots, so if they are not awake, they never will be. If they wake up,

they are certainly will not do anything to change things! Just a bunch

of greedy cowards! What makes you do sure your sources are not

compromised?! Evidence? None! I have remained true to this
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movement, but the losses mounting for patriots and the asleep

including loss of life will be hard for any new savior leader to

overcome including Trump!

If you check out the polls at PollKing, the comatose are still about

26% or so, unless the majority answering the polls the way the leftists

do are bots or trolls.

always hilarious when a fake name cunt tells folks to stfu.. Dude

youre such a little bitch faggot you wont even use your real identity

on this website. that makes you a little bitch faggot.

Well fill us in with your infinite wisdom … why isn’t there a time

table … answer that … we all know you can’t. I’ve done lots of

research most likely far more than you. And when some thing doesn’t

fit or I have a question then I WILL open my big mouth … you don’t

like it?? TOUGH! Johnson has become a repeating blow hard …

screw truth social and the rest of the controlled social media that

requires you to have a cell phone in order to join. If my email isn’t

good enough screw them.

 
If nothing happens after the 8th NOTHING will stop me from

opening my big mouth and speaking out and asking the question why

are we being played.

You have every right to ask questions and say what you think. So

does everyone else!

What I have been saying all along! How do you disarm an armed

society? Tell them you are making things happen, no need to use the

2nd Amendment, and just enjoy the show/movie! The obvious side

being played happens to be us… patriots! If the cabal wants civil war,

hell let’s serve it up! I’d rather fight for a cause than sit on my hands

and be gradually killed anyway by doctors, vaccines, food, water,

chemtrails, and starvation! Wake up Sheeple! Let’s go out swinging!

Any takers?! Thought not! Americans are self-absorbed cowards too

lazy to do anything and too scared to follow what few convictions
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they once had! But, you still have your woke, cell phone loving, and

social media loving friends! Oh the joy! What surprises me… retired

military have an oath to uphold and their only concern happens to be

their pensions! What good is a pension of you are dead or living in

hell!!

IF… just IF… you were rally plugged in with the agenda and ALL that

is happening world wide to bring the Cabal to their knees, you would

not have made this ignorant statement.

If and just IF you were really plugged in with the agenda … then it

makes sense for you not to question anything and think my

statement ignorant. Your only motivation is to push the agenda and

ignore the important questions and criticize those that ask. What

does that make you? A patriot? Really?

I think the , key here is, IF you were rally plugged in with the agenda.

If you went to a rally , you would be plugged in. Possibly if you

attended a rally you might be privy to the time line and thus know

more details. That could be plausible. Looks like 007 might be trying

to clue YOU IN. HEED THE POST spiritoo. Try listening to one of

Mr./President Trumps rallies, you might pick up a clue there.

Yes. Do as Cheyenne says no matter what intel you have and what

you know that we don’t and what the plan that you and others have

created over decades if not longer. Cheyenne wants action now.

Timelines viewed this side of eternity are flexible and fluid….Similar

for Christ’s return. He doesn’t even know the day of His return! Only

the Father knows. We have an event line and signs of the “season.”

What makes you think you are the only person who “questions

anything?” You aren’t! Intelligent people always question things. But

being negative and snarky against the only people resisting these

satanic tyrants is not a great plan spirittoo. I suspect you are a troll.
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Show me where I said I was the only one asking questions … you

pulled that out of some dark place on you where the sun don’t shine.

 
If asking questions is being negative and snarky then so be it.

 
It’s pretty obvious anyone that disagrees with you is a troll … and I

couldn’t care less.

You are not a troll. I agree with everything you’ve said here. The mid-

term election should be cancelled.

Based on what happened in Brazil I dont have a good feeling about

what happens here in the U.S..

Very little if nothing has been done to fix what happened in 2020.

Who is dumb enough to think that they cant and wont do it again.

Keep doing what your doing. Dont take any shit from these people.

But I guess you believe MSM with no problem. No one will stfu on

your say-so! I’m thinking they are nervous about “arresting” Trump.

They know the white hats are organized and ready to make the

counter chess move. Also maybe they will not stop the election if they

can sufficiently control the cheating. That will be the key: can the

election go forward and cheating held down.

Now I knou you are pulling shit out you ass. I don’t watch corporate

media AT ALL. Think what ever you like … I’m willing to bet good

money Trump will not be arrested … that is complete and total

bullshit. The intel said he would be arrest on the 26th … not.

 
If the white hats were truly organized this bad “movie” would have

been over back in Jan 2021. So where is this great counter move?

Anyone see it?

 
Maybe they will not stop the election if they can control the

cheating!!!

 
Newsflash … they had that opportunity back in 2020 … what

happened then.

 
They cheated in 2016 … they cheated in 2018 … they cheated in 2020

… now we are going to watch the cheat in 2022 … oh what fun. Just
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because the military didn’t stop them all those times doesn’t mean

they will allow it again … right?

You living in a dream world if you think they are going to stop the

cheating with the fraud machines in place … get real. Stop making

excuses. Makes you look stupid.

Just received 2 notices regarding “Today is the last day. Tomorrow

will be a new one.”

I’ve been out on 3 other sites, and everyone is treating this as not just

a FF, but a joke of one.

Add-on:

Now, imagine the DS trolls coming on here telling us, “No, this really

was Paul, and it was horrible, and we should be ashamed because

this guy from Berkley, really is a Right Wing Pro-Trump extremist.”

There is info out there that the intruder lived with BLM and

LBGQXYZ people prior to the attack! He is NOT MAGA or Q….

Yea I agree with you, I’ve been at a few sites as well and this story is

the joke of the internet to almost everyone but the MSM and their 6

followers. Thousands and Thousands of comments on sites where

you can comment.

 
Got to admit it is a hoot of a story.

 
A man in nothing but a hemp necklace and underwear brakes into

one of the most secure places in LA and plays Hammer Time on Mr.

Pelosi.

 
He just happened to take the hammer from Pelosi and beat him up

just as police and security showed up.

 
You just don’t see this kind of cr@p as a FF, but it is a good read.

I’ll have to fix it in my next comment, hard to edit it after a day or so.

I did notice the glass is on the out side of the door in the picture,

almost as if someone was trying to get out, not in.
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Things that make you go Hmmmmm…

Maybe they shouldn’t have used such an obvious picture on every

news outlet.

I agree, I thought exactly the same thing. How on earth did anyone

penetrate a home owned by a security mad ‘Speaker’. A man in his

underwear brandishing a hammer gaining access to a no doubt

highly secure residence? I don’t think so. Do they think we’re stupid?

Probably. Not as stupid as them though…

Who’s going to notice some guy in only underwear with a hammer in

his hand? No wonder he got through security being practically

invisible.

I wonder what the real Paul Pelosi thinks of this false flag farce?? Do

prisoners at The Spa receive any info/news from the outside world?

The story is so bizarre and crazy that everyday folks on social media

are joking about it. Funny how Nancy can’t secure the Capital nor her

own playpen

I told my husband that. Pelosi has all this security but when it comes

to her Constituents, California, homeless, J6 event or the Border it’s

Oh! So sorry no Security for you only for me.

Too bizarre because he is supposedly in Gitmo and no real answers

from the cops or the fake media,I wonder if the guy that put a

hammer in his skull was a lover of Pauls and he found out it wasnt

Paul but that it was the doppelganger….and I wonder if he will

continue playing the role of Paul when he’s released or if he will be

replaced….just when you don’t think it can get any weirder it does

Wait until the Democrats concoct a Mummy Wrapped Paul Pelosi in

a Hospital Bed where only the Eye Slits Show..

Yup …

Good Night Sejmon
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Very long two weeks ahead of us.

get good rest.

When he gets realeased he will be 3 inches shorter, and 35 pounds

heavier, and talk with an accent.

Nicely intuited! Remember I think a year ago, at some foreign

conference, someone said to Joe “you’re not Biden, who are you?”

I think it was a German politician?

It was the fake Boris Johnson Prime Minister of Great Britain at the

time.

She didnt want it secure. Even had her own men open the doors for

anyone who wanted to look around

I told my husband I thought it was a false flag as soon as I saw it in

my news feed. Really desperate aren’t they?!

Not sure it was as desperate as you may think. I believe it was mainly

fashioned to give a reason why Paul is never around anymore. Now

he can be in hospital for a while & purportedly “die” of his wounds.

Maybe they’ll even execute the “Canadian” who’s very likely a Mason

who got “called to serve”.

It’s an INSURANCE SCAM. Nasty wants to COLLECT on the

expensive Life Insurance policy she had on Paul. This will be her only

opportunity. GREEDY BITCH!

The real raw news telegram page has stated that they are not

associated with Michael Baxter. But they have no problem stealing

his articles and posting them.

Copyright, trademark, and patent protections are “offensive”

protections: the government doesn’t defend you against others using

your word arrangements, art, or inventions (respectively) — you
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must witness a violation, and tell them to stop; then you can petition

the government for redress of the other’s encroachment on your

government-granted monopoly.

So, RRN can go after them; and, if they don’t, then the government’s

not going to lift a finger. Which is just; this is a civil matter, not a

criminal one, and government does not initiate civil matters.

(Quicker to say five words, I agree, even if they’re not quite as fully

accurate. )

I knew this from the get-go. “Poor Paul, how horrible!” Right?! Cry

me a river as you cry “wolf!” These leftist theatrics are becoming

easier to spot every day. If Paul Pelosi was there, he might have been

engaged in some kind of creepy, sexual behavior with this weirdo.

Just in time for Halloween! Boo Hoo Hoo!

If the guy was only in Underware he needed the crack pipe to finish

his costume of Hunter Biden.

 
Hunter would never carry a hammer it would imply working for a

living.

Nobody died.

 
Nobody went to the ER.

 
Crisis Actor’s were used.

 
Impersonating Law Enforcement on Set is totally Legal.

 
It was a wrap long before it hit the Media.

BANK, you’re outnumbered here. Just do your fucking job to the best

of your ability and quickly cash BHO’s checks.

“you are king shit”

 
im just o’l owd

Isn’t that what we did in 2020? How did that turn out? Are the

fraudulent voting machines gone? Are the people that committed the

fraud at the top in jail? Has the illegitimate congress be overturned?

Has the 2020 fraudulent election been overturned?
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Same thing happens after each stolen election … nothing is done

other than saying get out and vote and well get them next time …

yeah … right.

 
People that choose to participate in the fraud is okay with me … just

don’t expect any real changes if 2020 isn’t resolved.

 
And if the repubs do win they will continue to carry on the deep

states bidding as they have always done.

I do believe the military has cleaned up the voting for midterms. If

Patriots have the mentality that they are not going to vote because

they think it’s going to be fraudulent and it doesn’t matter, the

Democrats will win fair and square since the Republicans did not go

out and vote. Then they will use the argument that we really did lose

in 2020 since we lost in 2022. Is that what we want?

Last edited 4 days ago by Angela James

Well if there is absolute proof of 2020 fraud, what Dems cry out

doesnt matter. They White hats say they got it all!

I think that we are keeping close tabs on all of the attempts to cheat,

& will emerge with a great deal of proof. Timely & verifiable &

detailed proof.

We did that back in 2020. We had timely verifiable proof back in

Nov. 2020 of fraud … videos … eye witnesses … it was ignored by the

courts or did you forget that.

Go out and vote if you choose … but for me I’m won’t participate in a

sham.

To quote a lady who never missed any days of voting, she would

always tell me, “Crippled or crazy, I will NOT lose my chance to vote!

Well! I believe the military needs to be worried about that. If they let

the 2020 election get screwed. As a lot of folks have a mind set that it

useless and a waste of time. And this democracy of a

socialist/communist order. Has allready decided as to who will win.
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Blame Mark Milley for telling the military to stand down from

nailing the bad guys stealing the election as seen on the SCIF, he

WANTED Traitor Joe to win, because he hated Trump for being a

nationalist patriot, the dirtbag!!

So when we went out in 2020 and voted what happened? Trump won

all 50 states with a landslide … did it make a difference? Who does

the media say is the president? Who do the masses believe is

president? So what is going to be different this time? Unless they

allow the repub to win so you will forget about the illegitimate

congress and the 2020 fraud. But it will be business as usual.

How has the military cleared up voting for the midterm when the

easily cracked machines design to steal election are still in place?

And the mail in voting … isn’t that still in place? So what has the

military done?

The military claimed back in 2020 they were in control and were

going to watch the election because of the fraud that took place in

2018 … what happen? Was anyone arrested for 2018 election fraud?

I not telling anyone not to vote … if anyone wants to participate in

this sham go for it. For me … I have had enough of the lies, the dates

that come and go with nothing happening. The fact that the congress

is illegitimate and that people are willing to forget all about that … let

vote them out! Yeah right! I won’t go for that. No more carrot on the

stick for me. No more cheap talk. Action or STFU.

 
Oh and by the way as I am typing this it is pass midnight EDT … no

EBS … wow what a surprise.

I imagine you are in good company.

 
The longer the BS continues, more people will give up and just not

bother to vote.

 
We need to see some progress.

 
I am tired of hearing that “They have it all.”

Ha!
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One time, they asked questions during the jury selection process,

going down the row, one by one…. “Please tell us your hobbies…”

Mr. Green: “Horticulture.”

 
Mrs. Wilson: “Knitting.”

 
Ms. Bitch: “Stocks.”

 
Mr. Clark: “Property management.”

Me: “Handgunning and violent video games.”

I said it with a deadpan/straight face. I could see the defence

attorney strongly drawing a horizontal line on her legal pad!

Gotta try anyway. You never know when the white hats will take

control over the process…You never know

WTF are you talking about, I mailed in 10 ballots, fucking right my

votes will count. EVERY FUCKING VOTE, ALL 10 OF THEM, at

least that’s what the precinct Captain told me, then I could get that

job at the Park District. She promised.

Did you see the “election results” from Associated Press News Wire

showing Katy Hobbs had won in Arizona? Inadvertently shown

onscreen. Whoopsie. We have government elected by AP.

The beaners are really gonna steal all the elections in Pima County

(Tucson – land of stupid people).

LIARS!! Kari Lake nailed the press prostitutes for spreading that fake

news!! She was a journalist herself, you can’t fool that chickl!!

They sure as hell didn’t think this one through Looks more like a

secret gay lover spat, then a break in. The Deep State mind is so

mangled now they can’t come up with good theatrics. You can blow

holes in their show very quickly. It doesnt make sense. Dummies!

And if the guy broke IN

 
How come the glass is on the OUTSIDE? 

Inquiring minds want to know 
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We the People

The News

Here’s a picture. “DePepe,” kek.

https ://endchan.gg/.media/d45b927536372b2877fea6c49a2eb950-

imagepng.png

Sexual encounter w/who, Piglosi is locked up in gitmo! Ain’t nobody

gonna do no consensual or unconsensual sex w/ Nasty Piglosi,,, lol

Her pussy is so much wrinkles, dry out… who wants to try her

out???? You?? Or the trolls here

The male would have to tell Piglosi he was charging her a double if he

goes through their deal because she’s nothing other than her

millions. Want to bet she sleeps naked on top of the paper bills. Now,

that would be like having so much, jonky crap etc. Imagine the odor!

BARF!

You must write for the PENTHOUSE FORUM, I’ve read some of your

shit before, yeah

Now that’s evoking a scene from that film with movie with Demi

Moore and Roert Redford.

Looking for sympathy?

 
Ain’t getting it from most white hats.

 
Sorry,I mean all white hats.

 
FF for sure. Ordered by Nancy no doubt.

No sympathy , just looking for big payday from the Insurance

company, Life Insurance policy and it a BIGGIE. Nasty don’t pay

those huge premiums and NOT COLLECT.

I figure paul will succumb to his wounds, going for sympathy for

poor poor nasty piglousy and covering up the fact he is no longer

around
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BINGO! This will no doubt be the msm narrative. As for the alleged

assailant he is most likely some local miscreant that the FBI

henchmen and fixers have been monitoring and grooming with just

enough social media garbage and criminal malfeasance to satisfy the

needs of these assholes so they can push their bullshit narratives thru

the msm. So the FBI henchmen and fixers pick this poor dude up off

the street, now they have their target/suspect and they set – up the

rest of the ” story “and it goes from there. This is how the FBI

henchmen and fixers get their mass-shooters and active-shooters , all

of them essentially INNOCENT people that become patsies or dupes

and then they are destroyed , defamed , mocked then PROSECUTED

by CRIMINALLY CORRUPT PROSECUTORS , JUDGES AND

MEMBERS OF LAW ENFORCEMENT, ALL of these being ,

degenerate , lowlife, criminal cock-suckers , getting their ILL-

GOTTEN GAINS. This heinous shit has been going on for DECADES,

all the way back to the assassination of JFK.

Damn your good. It’s just like the Louisville KY mayor’s race. Earlyer

this year the Jew “Greenberg” supposedly was shoot at by a black kid

at a rally putting a bullet hole in his sweater haha. Look more like a

rip. His wife put out this long BS commercial on tv boohoo type thing

you could almost hear violins playing.

The FBI investigate. All the bullshit scripted so predictable. One of

the agents last name was “Greenberg”.

 
I believe it was to shame the blacks to vote for the Jew. It worked he

won the primaries at being elected in November. The Jews own that

city for decades.

You got it Johnny, SPOT – ON. This is just another JEW TRICK. On

this one , Nasty is going to COLLECT on a Life Insurance policy , an

EXPENSIVE ONE, that she had on Paul. She did not pay those huge

premiums for a Life Insurance policy and not COLLECT, FUCK

THAT! She gonna get some. REMEMBER this same JEW TRICK was

used on the Twin Towers on 9-11-2001 false flag psy-op and satanic

ritual murder sacrifice event. Larry jew Silverstein , COLLECTED
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BILLIONS on that FRAUD, ……just another JEW TRICK. This is very

prevalent with the JEW CRIME CABALS, and that’s NO SHIT. They

have their insiders at the insurance companies, to make sure they get

their payouts. They have been pulling this shit scam for longer than

you could imagine. Anyone makes accusations , blows the WHISTLE,

the sounds reverberate from the echo chambers, ” they’re anti -

semitic, they are anti semitic. they must be….NAZIs. That shit goes

way back to the CRIMINAL KIKE BANKERS in EUROPE, just more

JEW TRICKS. And the general public , caves every fucking time like

FOOLS. FUCKING PATHETIC, FUCK THE HEEBS , FUCK ISRAEL

and FUCK THE MORONS THAT CAVE TO THESE ,….JEW TRICKS,

…..ENOUGH

Didn’t see that one at a rally; did see a similar one, which happened

inside a campaign office a few months ago. Similarly, the perp fired

several shots hitting nobody except the campaigner’s clothing.

Ridiculous story.

It’s quite pathetic how they cling to the playbook without any

creativity. Pathetic; and, makes it easy to see them coming. Weird

that it has come to this. Blatant and obvious goeth before a fall?

Yep, the recently-foiled FBI plot against Whitmer as well… What was

that, something like 8 of the 12 “perps” were agents?

Another sympathy vote, like the one where Barack Obama’s grandma

Toot died, but she was likely murdered prior to the election. He did

not even try to fake sadness, that’s what got my attention. Sorry

about the grandma, but that seems weird, no matter how celebratory

an election win is

 
And then he spread his Grandma Toot’s ashes over the mountains in

Hawaii? She had a burial plot next to her husband’s plot. Now why

would he have her cremated when she planned on being buried next

to his Grandpa? You know, the one that tore his hair out when

Stanley got pregnant out of wedlock in 1961 with Barry? That just

wasn’t done back in those does, college rebels or not.
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Mercury poisoning? Cover up as a cancer relapse? Toxicology

checks? Medical records and their scrutinizing? Burn the body,

destroy the evidence, can’t do toxicology reports on ash.

 
G-Mama was about to spill the beans on Barry’s past, and he couldn’t

let that happen. She didn’t care who got upset about it, but that kind

of talk is a very severe allergy to the Illuminati takeover.

Thanks for following up on this FF, which was clear from the

beginning, but the motives were all over the place. Nancy wasn’t

there and she wasn’t in DC, so where exactly was she, that has yet to

be explained. I am so sick of this roller-coaster ride: I want off! Pray

harder out there, guys and gals, we need our Lord God and savior

Jesus Christ to smite all of these demons.

Nasty was with her FBI henchmen and heeb handlers , plotting and

conniving, because….this is what they do….and they have been doing

this for as long as shit stinks. Nasty comes from a mobbed up lineage,

just like ALL the heebs , they share a comradery , a CRIMINAL

CAMRADERY.

Nancy reminds me of my ex fiancé. She’s really gasping for air at this

point. She’s trying everything to keep what she once had and it gli got

happen. Like they say l, Girl Bye!!! Lol.

On radio now, Paul Pelosi was attacked while the police were there.

Police were eye-witnesses. This is a False Flag. Perpetuater picked up

the hammer while police were there and then perpetuater was

tackled. All actors OR complete fiction.

They BOTH had hammers according to the police statement

 
Now THAT is weirdo foreplay.

 
Gee let’s hit each other with hammers

They where playing hammer time, dancing and singing having a

good time in their underwear. Then after eating to many Hemp

Necklaces, like Alec Baldwin they grabbed the wrong prop and

started hammering each other.
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Last edited 4 days ago by snoopy

The police office looked to be almost stuttering out the story.

Probable couldn’t believe how much money he just made telling this

lie to the news.

NO the stuttering was the result of childhood VACCINATIONS and

COMMON CORE. quite prevalent these days. Don’t forget your

BOOSTERS!

We will never know who it was or what really happened because we

only know the lies that they tell us and show us…

 
When will Nancy be picked up and executed and where is the

disclosure about donations that is always at the end of your articles?

This is a FREEBEE stacylee, Let Nasty COLLECT her Life Insurance

that she had on Paul, be patient, the rest will follow. REMEMBER

this is a show and the SHOW MUST GO ON

Never say never. We get info on people who died that one would

think would be forever covered up. God makes sure the lies do come

out, He hates it when we’re lied to., especially His kids.

Every current government employee needs to be arrested

immediately and we need to start over with fully vetted patriots.

And no secret society affiliation. This is the problem, they take oaths

to the “light bearer” which whether they are aware or not is satan.

That’s what John Adams did, he ran on an anti-Masonic party and

won, but Thomas Jefferson, an Illuminist and deist, trounced him in

1804 and gave an open door to the Illuminati to come in and set up

camp. Check out the Jefferson Bible and see where it is clipped apart

regarding Jesus’s, deity, His healing, His divinity,, etc. Illuminists

and Satanists don’t like to admit to Jesus’s power, because they

support the antichrist and the New World Order or New

International Order, who will NEVER admit or confess that Jesus

Christ is come in the flesh according to 1 John 4:1-3.
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I’m extremely happy

that you have figured out exactly what is going on

 
because from my perspective

 
I don’t have a clue.

I didn’t believe it for one minute. He’s where he belongs and Maybe

Nanshee is too in a different facility. Paul is a model prisoner because

he’s so relieved to be away from his wife.

Last edited 4 days ago by lorinda

That’s not an excuse to have sex with kids. Nothing, not even a very

bad marriage, justifies that. That’s why Paul Pelosi was arrested and

locked up by JAG in the first place after they set up that child sex

investigation board. Somebody has to stand up for the kids. Thank

you, JAG!

When I read the first article about the attack, I said that guy must be

a doppelganger…and sure enough, he was. I like that part when PP

said he’d rather be in prison than spend another day with Nancy.. I

don’t blame him.

Here’s a story of a drunken lady

 
who had a husband

 
that was bludgeoned near to death

They were two lost souls

 
living together

 
and it was a fucking mess

Till this one day when this lady

 
Started drinking

 
And we knew

 
it was much more than a hunch

That’s the way we all became Republicans
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So SF became minus one homeless guy! Poor soul. Al la Comey style

but with a hammer and prosthetic Paul face! Get the bitch to share

her beloved husband GITMO Suite

Those two will never be in the same room at Gitmo! Because of her,

think about why he turned into a guy with what can’t get up can’t get

out.

 

“If this DePape really was there for Nancy, it’s a shame she wasn’t

home. He could have saved us a lot of trouble,”

Wasnt she arrested at the fake inauguration? Marshalls had her by

the arm and said to “be quiet”!

Thank you for this, MB! I knew/believed the real Paul was there in

GITMO and hadn’t gone anywhere.

Did you hear the interview by the LA Police? He said that Ms. Pelosi

both had a hammer. Both had a hammer? Who? Ms. Pelosi and Mr.

Pelosi or Ms. Pelosi and the Nudist? The Military should of Executed

P. Pelosi when they had a chance. Just saying disgusted with all of

these “games” and tired of the so called “movie” that we have to

endure.

What type of hammer was it, anyway? A ball peen hammer, claw

hammer or a steam drop forging hammer…?

It was a Left – handed hammer and the assailant was right- handed ,

so there is something not kosher with this story.

The moment I became aware of this laughable and conveniently

timed ‘attack’, I called Piglosi at her capitol hill office. It was

irresistible – sending her my own special brand of ‘aware of liberal

behind-the-scenes shenanigans, cause my daddy was a dem party

operative’ condolences. 1) I merely questioned how anyone managed

to break in to the Piglosi fortress. 2) Wondered aloud if this was a

theatric attempt designed to garner sympathy or did Pauly get caught
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with a maniacal pervert who didn’t just take the for services rendered

and leave the way he was granted access, but decided to go Jeffrey

Dahmer, instead. 3) Did they BOTH have a hammer or are we

expected to believe Pauly has the physical wherewithal to struggle

with a man nearly half his age, to gain control of one hammer, while

still standing (he had medical balance issue at traffic stop), and

keeping his grip on the hammer?! Wha?! Huh?! 4) Was this a Whore

from Baltimore Machiavellian move against a reportedly impotent

liability of a husband?!

 
The possibilities are endless. One certainty in which we can all have

faith; The official version is pure bullshit.

Where is David Depape now. It would be so so easy for a guy with a

camera(1A auditor) to infiltrate and get an interview.

With NO CASH BAIL , this dude should be RELEASED,

IMMEDIATELY! and get him some pants for fucks sake.

Doctor: Nancy, I have one good and one bad news for you.

 
Nancy: They are what?

 
Doctor: Were able to fix Paul’s brain better than new.

Nancy: And?

 
Doctor: Paul now self-identifies as an staunch Republican.

There have been many, many doubters of the news published by

Michael/RRN on this website. I am not one of the doubters, and this

Paul Pelosi story should remove any and all questions from those

who don’t believe the validity of the news we receive here. To anyone,

who is capable of critical thinking, this MSM BS story is to cover up

the fact that Paul Pelosi is MIA. He will either die “from his beating”

or will be moved to a “private” home for the rest of his life, unable to

speak or have visitors. Good job Michael.

Get your popcorn readey people. I am sure the usual trolls we get on

this site will be very entertaining.
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His social media showed he challenged the official Covid narrative,

the validity of the 2020 election, and the January 6th events on

Capitol Hill. MSNBC mouthpiece Chris Hayes said President Trump

“gave birth” to people like David DePape.

If that’s the case then what about…..

“There needs to be unrest in the streets,”

“Protesters should not let up,”

“If you see anybody from that cabinet in a restaurant, in a

department store, at a gasoline station, you get out and create a

crowd and you push back on them and you tell them they’re not

welcome anywhere anymore,”

“I just don’t know why there aren’t uprisings all over the country.

Maybe there will be,”

The call went out to BLM and Antifa , but no answer. So they have

ALL been arrested or they hide , laying in wait , for the Big Day. Or

maybe the money dried -up , they are silently quitting and are no

longer interested. Take your pick.

My bet is that they have all been arrested as suggested by some

truthers. Lord help us.

Could be, or being crisis actors , they have been picked up for

another season by the producers. The SHOW NEVER ENDS, THE

SHOW MUST GO ON….and ON…….and ON……..

Yep, the first thing I thought about was how did Paul Pelosi manage

to escape GITMO!! Of course, a lot of the deceased people who were

hung at GITMO have managed to have a few words in public lately.

The funny thing is you only get to see a picture of them and

supposedly their words. Biden, the insane, has an old actor playing

him most of the time. If Arthur Roberts doesn’t have dementia, he is

a really good actor. He is as despicable as the real Joe Biden. They
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talk about Hunter Biden as if he is alive….but we never see anything

but a picture. They crazed demonic democrats will stoop to anything

to garner sympathy and votes. I also thought about all the security at

the Pelosi mansion and some naked drug head with a hammer would

have had a hard time getting in and bashing a Paul Pelosi. It would

be awesome if the military could nab old Nancy soon though. God is

helping us get these Deep State Traitors and thieves every day. Since

Joe Biden and his demons have now fixed it where we will run out of

diesel fuel very soon, it is time for them all to bite the dust and our

wonderful President Donald J. Trump to be put back where he

belongs and the military shut down the deep state for good.

” How did Paul Pelosi escape GITMO? It was DeSantis, he helped in

Paul’s escape, this is why DeSantis visited GITMO recently. Yeah , it

was…….DeSantis, WTF, DeSantis is getting blamed for everything

else, take a cue from the FBI playbook , pin it on DeSantis. Yeah ,

right, that will work, contact the msm.

He didn’t escape Gitmo. The story is manufactured CGI Mainstream

News and Green Screens. The story is no doubt manufactured to

negate the real truth…..that Paul Pelosi, the Pedophile, is in

GITMO… DeSamtis helped him escape? PLEASE……De Santis was

scoping out the place for his cronies. DeSantis is a an evil Fema

lover….The military has Pelosi at Gitmo and the DS just doesn’t want

us to know any of these truths. Truth sets people free. They don’t

want that. They don’t want us to be free. See? p.s. You don’t escape

from Gitmo.

The STORY , is INSURANCE FRAUD, Nasty is attempting to

COLLECT on the Life Insurance policy she has on Paul, It’s a big one.

DeSantis was being used by the White Hats to plumb up

Mr./President TRUMP. To get TRUMP back in the program , back in

the fold so-to-speak. Much more to the story, but that is for another

time.
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Yeah maybe. I sure hope DeSantis has been kicked out of the white

hat club though.

That’s what John Adams tried to do, he tried to shut down the deep

state before it got to America, despite the fact that George

Washington, Marquis de Lafayette, Ben Franklin and other Masons

were signatories for the Declaration of Independence and they were

responsible for freeing the country from George III (whose wife had

black roots, despite the royals refusing to admit to it when Harry

married Meghan, who also has black roots), because the Illuminati

took over the Freemasons and other secret societies no thanks to

their collaboration with Adam Weishaupt. But Jefferson threw the

door open for that. Great president, but we don’t need satanists

running the country, no matter how good they are.

 
Jefferson started the Illuminati blackmail, requirements mess,

meaning people have to be compromised so they can be controlled —

clean people won’t put up with that — so that accidental winners like

Lincoln, McKinley, Kennedy, Reagan and Trump got killed or

threatened or both unless they agreed to follow the rules of the “Light

Bearer” (Satan) to bringing in the New World Order.

Another fall guy – ho hum. (we’ll now have 6 months of trials all for

show)

 
Actors act, all the worlds their stage.

Yes, Corney was the “other” guy that did the Oklahomo bombing.

Nothing is as it should be, we live in a world of their illusion, but

never mind that delusional thought, um’k?

We’re never going to get out of this as long as we only have two

choices in elections.

You are correcto! Before 1871, the US had about 6 pol parties of

various levels of insanity, but the Rothshitters after having Lincoln

killed, setup two parties where they are easier to control and

safeguard their secret budgets and if anybody questioned that setup,
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they were terminated…,until McKinley, Garfield and Kennedy were

taken out. How much longer is this shit gonna last? The Galactic

Federation of Light is behind the white hats and they are dragging

their feet too……

I have my doubts about the Galactic part, but you’re right about the

Rothschilds controlling their candidates — just like the Rothschilds

are controlling Zelensky and China Joe — until Garfield, McKinley

and Kennedy got rubbed out for fighting back. Reagan fought back

but got shot and then threatened again. GOD BLESS TRUMP FOR

FIGHTING BACK!!

The only newspaper in town, the St Louis Post Dispatch called US

Congressional candidate Andrew Jones “virtually invisible” in the

paper’s editorial yesterday. He is running against The Squad Cori

Bush. The paper has refused all requests by the candidate Andrew to

be interviewed. How is this legal? Is the paper a paid agent of the

Democratic Party? If so, they must register as such. FB/Zuckerberg

has now seen the consequences of their actions. I call for the DOJ to

examine the Post Dispatch. BTW, HRC has made it clear that the

Demoncrats intend to challenge the results of the Midterms. This

clown show will drag into January.

But hidden cameras of the white hats will blanket every polling place

especially in battleground states, imho. Blessings,

Please don’t say that. I am not getting younger! Don’t look forward to

hitting that next one. Where have all the years gone?

Nancy is very desperate not to all the American Public to know that

her hubby is in Gitmo, because he is a child pervert and is a hooker

loving, child pervert.

Last edited 4 days ago by Joanna
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I don’t think Nancy is a child-loving pervert, but she does get paid by

the perverts to continue smuggling in the kids for her colleagues to

pursue their child-loving perversions.

Paul Pelosi was one name on the title deed of the Bohemian Grove

R.E. in Monte Rio, CA. I heard that $atanic redwood grove was sold

to a white hat? To STOP the child sacrifices to a 40′ tall cement owl (

Molech) every July 15th, since the 1890’s Anyone hear about this RE

sale? I can not find anything? GOD the Father once showed me HIS

ANGER on that creepy grove. They serve a graven image and they do

not know me.

I found this, but many properties in the Monte Rio area have the

Bohemian Grove title…

 
glamiscalling.org/2021/01/20/bohemian-grove-divestiture/

themikerothschild.com/2020/01/13/who-is-somerset-belenoff/

Anything connected to the Rothschilds should be suspect. They

control too much of everything now. If the indie truthtellers keep

getting shut down and censored, it means they are doing something

right, One doesn’t have to be perfect to tell the truth.

This ridiculous story was probably made up when Nancy was in one

of her stupors.

Murder for profit, Nasty wanted the money from the expensive Life

Insurance policy she has had on this boil on her ass since she

married him , at the Black Mass at Bohemian.

It’s about LIFE INSURANCE, POSSIBLY HUGE POLICY ON Paul,

check it out. This is her only chance at CASHING IN on the

EXPENSIVE LIFE INSURANCE she had on Paul. NO SHIT!

Soon as I read the headline… “False Flag Paul Pelosi”, my thought

was, “Of Course”. I mean, it’s so easy to recognize the “TRUTH”, as

soon as it hits the news. You just can’t fool the people anymore, we’ve

been through so much for so long, it just doesn’t work. There are
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children out there that can conjure up more believable stories for

sympathy and to get their own way than the Dems. One really has to

be stupid to believe them whether we’re days away from an election

or any old day of the week for any old reason they can come up with

to tell just another lie. They really underestimate the American

people. They’re just that far gone they think we’ll buy anything they

put out there. But as they say, Question: “How can you tell when the

Dems are lying”? Answer: “When they open their mouth”. Shame on

them.

If Paul Pelosi is in Gitmo, I look for reports that he died from

complications of his beating.

How about this, If this Paul Pelosi , ( victim ) allegedly dies from

wounds suffered during the alleged attack , then Nasty gets her

sympathy moment and then gets the proceeds from Paul’s life

insurance policy, assuming he has life insurance, Nasty will have

then committed INSURANCE FRAUD. This can be stacked on top of

all the other FRAUDS , CRIMINAL ACTS, and TREASON. This could

be the crime that tips the balance at her TRIBUNAL, that NASTY has

to be EXECUTED. The three judge panel has no choice but to

EXECUTE , Nasty! ooooooOOOOOOTHAT BITCH!

Unless this drama is a lie trying to make Patriots seem like

dangerous people you can rest assured this witch is evil and capable

of anything like the trap she set on the J6. You know she and the rest

of the corrupted dems are desperate and you can bet there will be

more false flags from these criminals.

Last edited 4 days ago by Just Me

NASTY wants to CASH IN on the EXPENSIVE LIFE INSURANCE

POLICY she has on Paul, this is her best chance and only chance she

will have .That policy cost her , most likely the TAXPAYING
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American public , and SHE wants to COLLECT, She is a GREEDY

POLITICIAN and she wants that CASH, She will not be denied, she

thinks

And let’s not forget her daughter was the documentarian filming her

mother where she said she would punch out Donald Trump for his

rally in D.C. when the people demanded –peacefully — that Mike

pence refuse to certify the fraudulent election and have it exposed

and sent back to the states and have the Senate and house vote for

the real winners before the mess at the Capitol mess started. That

sabotaging serpent needs to be locked up for so much!!

Have you all seen the photo of the 3 story gallows built in front of the

White House? I’m guessing it’s for members of Congress. If it is, that

should be sufficient proof to the doubters that “something is

happening.”

To byla inscenace pro zpravodajské fotografy a reportéry. To je teď

pryč, bylo staženo před docela chvílí. Byli drženi stranou od

„nefungujícího“ Bílého domu, aby si lidé neuvědomili, že tam

rezident Biden nesměl. Mnozí z nás si stejně rychle uvědomili

pravdu.

 

 


